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The Labour Archives - Services

Service prices

Photocopies

Service copy Microfilm copy

A4 €0.40 €0.40

A3

Self-service copy

€0.20 

€0.40 €0.60

Computer copies: €0.20/slip

By post 1-10 pages: €6, after that €0.40/pc

Copies of photographs

Copies of photographs are delivered in electronic format or as printed copies on request. The customer can 
request low resolution photos of different options.

The digital photos are delivered within a reasonable period of time and larger batches are delivered by  
agreement. The prices include publishing fees. The fee is fixed and does not vary according to the medium 
where the picture will be published. The digital photos are delivered on an agreed storage device or by e-
mail.

Photography studio

Customers can rent a photography room by special agreement to digitise the archive material or photos or  
to take photographs.

Digital photos

Digital photos

Printed copies

Postal service

Rental of a photography studio room

€10/delivery

€30

From €35 (price depends on the size)

€10 + price of the storage device

€30/hour.

Remote loans

The borrowed material is delivered directly to you as a Matkahuolto package. The borrowed material must 
be  returned  using  Matkahuolto  delivery  packages  to  ensure  safe  delivery.  The  borrowed  material  is  
delivered and returned using the Labour Archives mail boxes. The price depends on the size of the shipment 
and ranges between €60 and €100.
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Audiovisual material

Delivery fee €15/set + price of storage device. Labour cost €10/hour.

Consultation and archive enqueries

Labour cost €40/hour. Small enquiries are handled at no additional cost.

Postal service

Postal fee + 10%, minimum fee €5. The prices include shipping and handling.


